“cab“ chooses signal towers from WERMA

The labelling system manufacturer selects the most up to date LED signal technology

Clearly identifiable labelling and product marking is an essential part of any business whether it is on individual components, finished products or packaging. Europe’s largest manufacturer of labelling and printing machines, “cab“ supports its reputation for innovation, reliability and durability by the careful selection of essential bought in components for its own operation. This is why “cab“ selected the new innovative modular signal tower series KombiSIGN 40 from WERMA.

INNOVATION AND DURABILITY

As Europe’s leading manufacturer of labelling systems “cab“ also sets great importance to quality and “made in Germany“. The technology leader is highly vertically integrated and deploys only the latest manufacturing technologies in order to support its market leading position. 98% of components are manufactured in-house.

Diplom Ing Alexander Nagel has been at “cab“ in Karlsruhe for just three years. The 34 year old works in Design and Development where he is responsible for the new design of laser marking equipment. He emphasises the important values for his work, “we are always on the look-out for new innovations also for items we source outside.”

LABELLING SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT

“Our customers can get everything to do with labelling and product marking from us. From desktop printers to industrial solutions for end of line labelling and laser-marking for durable component or tool marking on metal or plastic,” says Guntram Stadelmann from “cab’s“ Marketing Department, who comments further; “our customers are active in every conceivable industry and there is always a requirement for durable or even just temporary product and package marking.”

Customised solutions are also available from cab. “Our Hermes print and apply production line system is fantastic with a huge range of stamps and applicators available for integration on virtually any production line“ concludes Nagel.

PRINT STATUS WITH A SIGNAL TOWER

The Hermes C system will print two colour labels in one pass for application to components or packaging. The system is especially popular for labelling chemicals and hazardous materials and can apply the label directly to the product after printing.

Alexander Nagel shows how quick and easy it is to switch the light from permanent to blinking.

Picture above: Hermes C had always been fitted with KombiSIGN 50 until the switch to the new KombiSIGN 40 with its innovative LED technology.

“All about cab“ – PRODUCTS NEED LABELLING

Print status with a signal tower.

The development, design, manufacture and sales of labelling systems are at the heart of the family run business cab. Label printing, automated labeling, laser marking – “cab“ offers proper solutions for all requirements for product and package marking.

The company, with more than 350 employees and over 40 years’ experience in the industry operates out of its HQ in Karlsruhe with other operating sites in Thüringen, Alsace, USA, Asia, Mexico and South Africa. Products manufactured by cab can be found in many industries, from automotive, electronics, logistics, pharmaceutical, chemical and aerospace.
"Should there be a problem with the labelling system it is possible that the complete line will come to a stop, and you can imagine what sort of consequences that might have on production lines, logistics or packing lines" observes Stadelmann.

**TRAFFIC LIGHTS MAKE IT CLEAR**

In order to safeguard the integrity of the process it is essential that the operator can see the status of the printer at all times. For this reason cab has selected WERMA signal towers which show clearly the status in addition to whatever may be shown on the machine display. The operator can see the status of the printer from a distance and the moment he sees any light other than “green” he knows to spring into action promptly to activate a back-up system, resolve the problem and keep the downtime to a minimum.

The classic traffic light colours of green, amber and red are used at “cab”. Red indicates a printer or label fault which needs immediate attention. The amber light signals that labels or transfers are running out whilst the green light indicates that the system is "good to go".

LED signal tower
KombiSIGN 40 is extremely bright and gives excellent all-round visibility thanks to the new OmniVIEW lens.

When asked whether the use of warning lights might be seen as a little old-fashioned in this digital age Nagel answers with a wry smile; "As soon as the operator sees a red light he knows he has to step in immediately. This is far more effective than getting messages on a smartphone or laptop."

**LOOKING FOR A NEW SOLUTION**

"Nowadays LEDs are a must" responds Nagel when asked why the current solution using filament bulbs had been replaced by LED technology. "We have been using WERMA products for many years and we simply asked what was new as we wanted to make sure we stay one step ahead in terms of innovation, reliability and brightness."

KombiSIGN 40 provided cab with the answers they were looking for. The contemporary and slim design of the signal tower is perfect for cab’s printing and labelling machines. A major feature is the extreme brightness of the lights even under difficult environmental conditions. Nagel confirms that even during test of the new lights we were struck by the contrast, brightness and visibility of the lights even in bright sun-lit conditions. Excellent visibility is made possible with the new 360° OmniVIEW lens and the external surface design of the lens ensures there are no dead spots.

**KombiSIGN 40**

KombiSIGN 40 has also been designed to make installation as simple as possible. Incorrect assembly is made impossible using Poka Yoke methods. The terminals are clearly marked and the intuitive haptic feel to assembling the units makes the job easy, even in restricted installation spaces.

At “cab” they are sure that they have found the right partner with WERMA and will be using the brilliant LED lights from the Southern German Company in the future. Stadelmann summarises; “our customer demand reliability and 100% availability. Marking and printing must be absolutely precise. We have customers who have had cab printers in operation for over 20 years and they are still running perfectly. I think that says it all. It is important that our bought in components also fulfil our customer’s expectations in terms of quality. You know, when our customers are happy, so are we.”

The KombiSIGN 40 seen left and right is not only significantly brighter than the traditional filament bulb design in the centre but also more economical, lower cost and has a longer life.